PRISON CELL MODULE - DORM

APPLICATIONS

> Federal, State and County Correctional Facilities
> Private Facilities

ADVANTAGES

Structural
Cost efficient
Speed of construction
Product quality
Resource management
Life cycle/safety
Security

BENEFITS

Cells perform as structure
Less labor, concrete stable building material
Shorter build schedule
Manufactured in a climate controlled plant
Single source responsibility
100+ year durability/ less on site labor hours
No joints or seams

For more information please contact our Modular Group at (215) 257-2255 or send an email to opmg@oldcastle.com
**PRISON CELL MODULE - DORM**

Dormitory style modules allow for flexible bed space configuration options. Dormitory cells increase the holding capacity of the facility, allowing multiple inmates to be confined to a relatively small space.

Dorm modules include 4, 6 or 8 beds, wet and dry, cantilever balconies along with open and closed options. Privacy separation is included between the sleeping and toilet/sink areas.

Dorm modules can be mixed with other cell options to maximize structural use of modules. The precast cells are custom manufactured to your requirements. The precast cell building method is a fast track alternative solution to conventional construction.